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Abstract—Integrating physical and information space into
applications increases application’s complexity and develop-
ment difficulty. In Ubiquitous environment, context collection,
aggregation and notification raise complex scientific problems
and new challenges. In this paper we address these chal-
lenges by proposing a conceptual context-oriented middleware
architecture. We first discuss the reason to use context in
ubiquitous computing, and context-oriented middleware re-
quirements. Then we present our approach by describing a
service-oriented architecture model. It provides a dynamic
adaptation ability, supports multiple context models and multi-
domain context consumer. Finally, we discuss the benefit of
our conceptual approach by describing and comparing current
context middlewares.

Keywords-Context-awareness; Middleware; Ubiquitous com-
puting; Software architecture;

I. INTRODUCTION

Ubiquitous computing was first proposed by Mark Weiser
in September 1991 as: ”Ubiquitous computing is the method
of enhancing computer use by making many computers
available throughout the physical environment, but making
them effectively invisible to the user” [1].

According to the previous definition, ubiquitous com-
puting must be pervasiveness, convenience and adaptable.
The future ubiquitous applications face with heterogeneous
and dynamic environments. They must be able to adapt
(supervision/self-*) and react dynamically to the environ-
ment (heterogeneous hardware and software environment)
and to the context [2] (user and environment context).

Context middleware is one solution to collect low-level
context information (e.g. GPS position, temperature of envi-
ronment, time and date, etc) and provide high-level context
information (e.g. someone come into the meeting room, the
meeting is interrupted; Mike drives his car to go to work;
etc) more suitable to make long term and pertinent decisions.
In ubiquitous environments, the context middleware needs
to take care of the context collection, and aggregation to
provide a high-level context model reasoning, and a context
notification mechanism.

The paper structure is as follows: Section 2 discusses
motivation and objectives via the definition of the con-
text, the motivation for context-oriented middleware and
its definition. Section 3 presents details of our conceptual

architecture approach. Section 4 describes and compares
current context middlewares and discusses the benefits of
our approach. Section 5 concludes the paper.

II. MOTIVATION

A. What is Context?

The context includes the operating environment and user’s
utilization environment. The operating environment includes
any observable information (i.e. any environment informa-
tion that can be captured and measured) by the software
system, such as end-user input, external hardware devices
sensors, program instrumentation, network infrastructure, etc
[3]. The user environment means anything about the user,
which includes user’s profile intents, and user’s context
information.

B. Why get and use Context information is difficult?

To use context information, we firstly need to collect
it. Then make it semantically interpretable, and therefore
ready for analyze. To collect context information in a highly
dynamic distributed environment is a challenge. According
to the previous context definition, it is a very wide set of in-
formation. There are various types of context providers, and
the environment is heterogenous. That raises the problem
of ’how to collect context information from heterogenous
sensors with minimum recurrence code and maximum code
reuse’. In addition, there is another problem in mobile
environment, which is ’how to continue acquiring context
information’.

After collection, the use of raw data to serve analysis
raises the following difficulties: i) It must be abstracted to
make sense for context consumers. A GPS coordinate is
meaningless for a map service application. It needs to be
translated to road or building name, etc. ii) It must allow
context consumer accessing to all information level. Context
consumers have different emphases with context informa-
tion. Some need raw data while others need interpreted data.
iii) Context consumer needs a generic and uniform access in-
terface. That will simplify context consumer’s development
and provide code reusability. To deal with such challenges
and difficulties, context oriented middleware is one of the
more powerful solutions.



The process of context information and the build of
high-level context models consume computing resources,
which may be critic on embedded and/or mobile devices
(wireless sensors, smartphones, tablet, etc.). Changes in the
environment must be detected at run time and therefore the
high-level model must also be built in real time.

In pervasive environments, computing resources are lim-
ited. Context middleware needs to adapt itself to get aware
of surrounding resources (e.g. benefit more powerful com-
puting resources, save battery life, explicit information of
neighbor, etc.) In the next section, we present our context-
oriented middleware solution.

C. What is Context-oriented Middleware?

A Context-oriented Middleware (CM) is a middleware
aware of its context. The context is both (contextual) infor-
mation as well as the architecture of the application running
above and of the CM itself. A CM provides mechanism to
dynamically reconfigure the application and the CM itself.
See our architecture model WaterCOM in figure 1.

Figure 1: Architecture model WaterCOM

Our longterm research is to design and to implement
an architecture of Adaptation System (AS). An adaptation
system is a system providing application adaptation accord-
ing to the environment. In an adaptation system, there is a
middleware layer and an adaptation platform. An adaptation
middleware layer composes adaptation middleware, context
middleware and communication middleware. It provides
some mechanisms to achieve adaptation tasks. It is also a
layer that handles heterogeneity, communication and context
collection.

In addition an adaptation platform is also called Decision
Making system. A Decision Making system (DM system)
reasons and identifies context situation that the CM provides
according to high-level context model. If DM system decides
to execute an adaptation operation, the CM could be part of
the adaptation. It means that CM will be distributed into ex-
ecution environment. To be able to accomplish this purpose,
the architecture design of the CM should be distributed, with
loose coupling and can be dynamically reconfigured (hot
reconfiguration). Such CM architectures are called context-
aware middleware.

Context Middleware has the following requirements:
Firstly, sensors could be hardware sensors such as tem-
perature sensor, or software sensors such as system in-
formation collection component (e.g. CPU performance
monitor, network performance monitor, and memory usage
monitor). Hardware sensors are called physical sensor and
software sensors are logic sensors. CM provides a unified
context information service to its end-users (i.e. context-
aware application or Adaptation System) in a distributed
environment. It hides the complexity and the heterogeneity
of sensors. Secondly, in ubiquitous environment, context
information data is continuously created. Different kinds of
context users have different emphases. CM provides data
management services and filter context notification/query
services. It manages the data flow of contextual information.
Finally, information from physical sensors, called low-level
context is acquired. Without any further interpretation, it
can be meaningless, trivial, vulnerable to small changes, or
uncertain [4]. CM abstracts low level context information to
provide high-level context models. These models are specific
to context reasoning and situation identification.

III. CONTEXT-ORIENTED MIDDLEWARE ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we introduce a generic conceptual Context-
oriented Middleware Architecture Model for pervasive envi-
ronment. It is based on a service-oriented architecture and
aims these requirements mentioned in section 2.

A. Architecture Model

The model is based on three services: Context Col-
lection Service (CCS), Context Model Building Service
(CMBS) and Context middleware Management Service
(CMS). (See figure 2). This architecture model allows our
context-oriented middleware to support dynamic adaptation,
multi-types of context model, and multi-domains of user.
This architecture is based on Kalimucho middleware [2],
which provides a runtime dynamic reconfiguration with
distributed environment. We will use Kalimucho’s Osagaia
[5] component-based model to implement it.

Context Collection Service composes of various Context
Collectors (CC (s)). Context Collectors are distributed on
network and executed on various devices. A CC has two
components, Sensor Monitor and Context Collection Com-
municator. Context Collection Service handles hardware and
software heterogeneous in order to provide low-level context
information. It is detailed in section 3.B.

Context Model Building Service composes of Aggregator,
Interpreter Repository and Model Repository. Context Model
Building Service builds instances of high-level context
model. We introduce it in section 3.C.

Context middleware Management Servic composes of
Low-level Context Manager, High-level Context Manager



Figure 2: Architecture model.

and Reconfiguration Manager. Context middleware Man-
agement Servie handles context resource discovery and
supervises component’s status. We detail it in section 3.D.

We define a high-level context model building process
for our architecture model. Context information is created
by operating environment (e.g. Applications, OS, Hardware,
etc.). Then, Context Collector observes context information
and send to Aggregator to execute high-level model building
process by using Interpreters. Model Repository keep an
instance per model and when an instance is changed Model
Repository will notify it to consumers (e.g. Applications,
adaptation system, etc.). See figure 3.

First, to build a high-level context model, we need to
reason on some low-level context data and interpret it. The
question is, how to get this data from a distributed envi-
ronment, and the condition to notify it (e.g. An application
needs to be aware of a specific temperature information
about room 10 at 9 o’clock each morning to construct
its context model, but there are many temperature sensors
online and they are in different location)? Low-level Context
Manager provides two services to resolve the first problem, i)
Context resource discovery service that allows Aggregator to
find what context information it needs. ii) Context resource
subscription service allows Context Collector to subscribe
as a context resource. We give more detail about Low-
level Context Manager in section 3.D.1. Context Collection
Communicator allows context consumer to subscribe to a
context notification. Context Collection Communicator no-
tifies context data under user’s given condition. (See section
3.B.2.)

Second, the end-user of CM needs to subscribe its Aggre-
gator(s) in order to get its context model instance. High-level

context manager works with Model Repository to provide a
high-level context information notification/query service and
Aggregator management. We introduce them in section 3.C
and section 3.D.

Finally, how CM supports hot-reconfigurations? Our
model is based on the Kalimucho middleware and its Os-
agaia component model as mentioned above making possible
dynamic reconfiguration while the middleware is running.
Hence the CM is natively reconfigurable during the runtime.
However, during the runtime, each component needs to know
its client’s or cooperator’s status (e.g. Context collector
needs to know its subscribers status, if someone being
migrated, Context collector will buffer the context data
and send it after subscriber’s migration). Reconfiguration
Manager will handle each instance of component’s status
and information.

Next we will first discuss the Context Collection Service
in detail.

B. Context Collection Service (CCS)

Context Collection Service is required in a distributed
architecture because context may need to be acquired from
different distributed sensors. CCS is a layer including many
different and distributed Context Collectors (CC). One CC
corresponds to one context source (e.g. a GPS sensor, a
temperature sensor, a CPU monitor service, etc). CC is
composed of two components: Sensor Monitor, and Context
Collector Communicator. Sensor Monitor collects context
information from sensors and controls sensors configuration
and functional state. Context Collector Communicator is
a unified communication service, hiding communication
complexity to context consumers.



Figure 3: Context middleware high-level context model building process.

1) Sensor Monitor (SM): Sensor Monitor directly deals
with (physical and logical) sensors API. It is like a data
access layer. In addition, SM provides a sensor control
interface to monitor and adjust sensors. The sensor API
specifies implementation of a SM. However, SM provides
a unique interface for all sensors. This interface includes:
connectSensor(), setSensorState() / getSensorState(), setSen-
sorConfig() / getSensorConfig(), and two exceptions: ExSen-
sorStateIncompatible and ExSensorConfigIncompatible.

Sensor state is the functional state, i.e. Start, Pause, and
Stop. Sensor configuration is a set of attributes depend-
ing on concrete sensor. A new configuration will adjust
functional of sensor. For example: a temperature sensor
provides temperature data in Kelvin unit. Context consumers
may acquire other units like Celsius or Fahrenheit. Hence,
Context consumer needs to configure CC using Context
Collector Communicator. It will call changeSensorConfig()
of SM.

2) Context Collector Communicator (CCC): Context
consumer acquires context information from Context Col-
lector by CCC. It means CCC is a unified communication
interface between consumer and Context Collector. One
CCC can deal with many context consumers. When context
consumers subscribed to CCC, they receive notification
when data is collected/updated. CCC deals with transparency
of data transport. It also allows the transfer of Sensor
configuration to Sensor Monitor. In addition, CCC provides
a conditional notification. Consumer can set a notification
condition like a notification frequency, a specific time, a
specific location. For example, if temperature more than
30C ◦, collect temperature every 10 min; else once every
hour.

To implement these functionalities, CCC needs to main-
tain a subscribers information table. It contains: consumer
id, consumer communication address, consumer state, and

notification condition as items. Notification condition is an
option. Context consumer state can be indicated: available
(i.e. waiting for notification), or busy (i.e. may be on
reconfiguration process, CCC will keep notification data into
buffers and send data while consumer state changed as avail-
able.), or unavailable (i.e. CCC will delete this subscriber
from the table). Consumer can set its state, communica-
tion address, and notification condition by calling CCC’s
methods (e.g. setConsumerState(), setConsumerAddr(), and
setNotificationCondition()).

CCS can also directly provide low-level context data to
consumer. If consumer does not need the high-level context
model reasoning, they can use context middleware as a
context collection platform to reduce their development cost.
Next section will introduce context model building service
in detail.

C. Context Model Building Service (CMBS)

Context model building service get low-level context
information from Context Collection Service and build in-
stance of high-level context model than store it into Model
Repository. CMBS has three components, Aggregator, Inter-
preter Repository and Model Repository.

1) Aggregator: Context-aware application needs to spec-
ify its own context interpretation process to build high-
level context model. This process is defined at aggregator.
Application or other context consumer can implement own
aggregator and plugin it into the Context Middleware (i.e.
Each aggregator needs to be subscribed at High-level context
manager, we present it in section 3.D.2). Each context
consumer (i.e. context-aware applications and others) has
own interests of context. Hence, context consumer uses its
own aggregator to subscribe to context information and to
interprets it to build its context model.



The aggregator processes high-level context models. An
aggregator may define the process like checking low-level
data, interpreting data, building model, and saving model
instance by using Model Repository. However, the building
process depends on concrete context consumer’s needs. In
addition a context consumer can subscribe various aggre-
gators and compose them to make the model instance.
Implementation data verification can be based on vari-
ous algorithms: Fuzzy Logic [6], Probabilistic logic [7])
or leaning based: Bayesian network [8], Hidden Markov
Models [9], [10], and Dempster-Shafer theory[11]). It is
called data checking interpreter , in our model. Interpreter
could be any algorithms component that handles one context
interpretation. Aggregator use these interpreters to reason
on model, check data, and so on. Interpreters are stored in
Interpreter Repository, which we will introduce next.

2) Interpreter Repository (IR): Interpreter Repository is a
repository allowing aggregator to find and use interpreter to
accomplish high-level model building process. IR provides
a search interface to request interpreter and maintains exe-
cution of interpreters (i.e. Where and how to execute; which
parameter).

Each Interpreter handles one objective of context in-
terpretation. It interprets low-level context information to
high-level context model. For example, a GPS sensor get
longitude and latitude coordinate. We get a low-level context
model by Context Collection Service, e.g. N 43 ◦29.58072′,
W 1 ◦28.49099′, gpsid01, 2011-07-12. This data cannot
be directly used. An application needs a more abstracted
information like the name of the corresponding city. Its
aggregator will use a GPS coordinate to Address Inter-
preter to interpret the context model. After interpretation,
aggregator will get this: N 43 ◦29.58072′, W 1 ◦28.49099′,
city: Bayonne, gpsid01, 2011-07-12. It is a simple example,
an implementation of interpreter could be very complex.
Interpreter can be implemented as a web-based interpreter
or as a local interpreter. Interpreter can be reused and or
aggregated in Context middleware by IR.

3) Model Repository (MR): Model Repository is respon-
sible for maintaining a set of instance of context models
provided by Aggregators. It provides a unified context model
query/notification interfaces for context consumers. It is
a context model specified component. (i.e. for different
model, the MR implementation will be different.)Context
middleware may have various MR instances. Thus, Context
middleware may maintain different context model categories
(e.g. ontology model, object model, spatial model, etc.).
Each MR corresponds to one context model category.

D. Context middleware Management Service (CMS)

This service composes of three components: Low-level
Context Manager, High-level Context Manager and Recon-
figuration Manager.

(a) LCM Starts for the first time

(b) LCM Started

Figure 4: LCM works sequence

1) Low-level Context Manager (LCM): The low-level
context manager provides Context resources subscription
service and Context resources discovery service. Context
resources subscription service allows Context Collector to
subscribe to LCM. Context Collector subscribes with sensor
id, device id, communication address, type of context data,
and description of sensor. This information will be used
to identify context resource. If a new Context Collector
starts, it will subscribe to LCM. If it does not find LCM,
means there is not LCM online, it will wait for a LCM’s
subscription notification and switch sensor to sleep state.
When the LCM start, for the first time, it will broadcast
a subscription notification for finding all available Context
Collector on networks. (See figure 4a)

The LCM also provides a context resources discovery
service to aggregator. Aggregators ask LCM to find one or
more context resources by context data type, and resource
description (e.g. it can be sensor id, device id, communica-
tion address, or anything matching with description of sensor
or a combination of information). The LCM will firstly
search into its context resources database. If it cannot find
the demand context resource, it will broadcast a subscription
notification. Finally, if there is no response, it will keep the
demand as an unfinished task. The aggregator can cancel
the demand, or wait for response, or change the resource
description, or trigger an exception. It depends on context
consumer’s strategy.(See figure 4b)

2) High-level Context Manager (HCM): The HCM han-
dles subscription of Aggregator and subscribes context con-
sumer to MR. Applications or Adaptation System need to
subscribe its aggregator(s) to context middleware by HCM.
They can have one Aggregator or a group of Aggregator.



However they can only have just one instance of context
model per each. When consumer subscribes its aggregator(s)
to HCM, HCM also finds the matched MR and subscribes
the MR to Aggregator(s). Then, HCM subscribes these
aggregators to the MR. After this, the consumer can query
its model, or when the instance is updated, the MR will
notify it to the consumer. (See figure 5a)

(a) HCM Subscription Sequence

(b) HCM Cleaning Sequence

Figure 5: HCM works sequence

When context consumer is offline or stop, the HCM also
handles the cleaning work. HCM will stop its aggregator(s),
delete its model in model repository, and notify LCM to
unsubscribe aggregator(s) from all context collector(s). (See
figure 5b)

3) Reconfiguration Manager (RM): The Reconfiguration
Manager works with Adaptation System. The Adaptation
System sends a reconfiguration plan to RM before adap-
tation. This plan indicates which component will be mi-
grated. RM will change their status as waiting for migrate’.
When Adaptation System finish adaptation process, it will
notify RM with all status and communication addresses of
components. RM will update their information and notify
component, which already corporate with it, to continue to
work. (See figure 7)

E. Works with context consumer
The context consumer means applications and adaptation

system. There is some differences to work with applica-
tion and adaptation system. Context consumers use context
middleware to build its context model instance. In addition,
adaptation system adapts context middleware by migrating
its components. Thus, how to build high-level context model
with context middleware (see figure 6). Context consumers
needs to implement their Aggregator(s) and or Interpreter(s)
depend on what their needs. Then, subscribes them to
context middleware.

Figure 6: To build high-level context model.

To adapts context middleware, adaptation system needs to
contact context middleware’s Reconfiguration Manager to
be sure that the adaptation will do it correctly. adaptation
system prevents context middleware adaptation plan and
sends adaptation results information to context middleware.
(See figure 7)

Figure 7: To adapts context middleware with adaptation
system.

F. Summary
In this section, we introduced the high-level context model

building process and three main services. Each main service
is detailed with their components. At the end of this section,
we also presented how an application works with our context
middleware and how an adaptation system can work with it
and adapt it. Next we will present some related works and
compare them with our architecture model.



Distributable Support high-level model Reconfigurable Adaptable Multi-model types Multi-domain Interpretation
Context Toolkit X X X

SOCAM X X X X
SPACES X X

WaterCOM X X X X X X

Table I: Related works comparing table

IV. RELATED WORKS

In this section, we present works directly related to our
proposal and point out the differences with our model.

Context Toolkit [12] is a framework that aims at devel-
oping reusable solutions to simplify the design and imple-
mentation of context-enabled applications. Context Toolkit
adopts the widget concept from GUI (Graphic User In-
terface) toolkit that it is called Context Widget. Context
Widgets are software components that is responsible for
acquiring context information from sensors and they provide
applications with access to context information from their
operation environment. Context Widgets can be distributed
across different machines. It can be composed to provide
richer context information. Context Toolkit does not support
Hot-reconfiguration and adaptation. However, we interest the
idea of Widget. Our Context Collection Service has a similar
design.

SOCAM [13] is a service-oriented middleware that uses
ontology context model based on OWL. It has been de-
signed to support the building of context-aware services.
SOCAM proposes and uses CONON [14] ontology model
that has two layers design that supports separation of con-
cepts considering generality and specificity. SOCAM has
a layered architecture that aims to provide an efficient
infrastructure and it is a distributed middleware. It consists
in different components such as: Context Providers abstract
context sources, Context Interpreter provides logic reasoning
service, Context Database stores context ontologies, and
Service Locating service provides middleware components
and context consumers to locate these services and their
presence. We have a similar context processing process and
similar services. Furthermore, our approach aims to provide
a generic solution for context consumers and supporting
consumers to use their own context model.

SPACES [15] is a lightweight middleware solution en-
abling the versatile and efficient mediation of context infor-
mation. SPACES adopts COSMOS [16] framework as a scal-
able model for processing context information. COSMOS is
a policy-based context processing framework. It processes
context information by a composition of context nodes.
Context node is a software component that responsible for
acquire context information and interpretation of context.
SPACES use REpresentational State Transfer (REST) to dis-
tribute COSMOS into ubiquitous environment. It is a part of
CAPPUCINO [15] platform. We interest the composition of
context nodes to provide the context processing. Aggregator

can composites interpreters like their context nodes to pro-
cessing context information. Our model allows composing
aggregator to do more complex context processing.

Finally, all the above described middleware provide mech-
anism for dealing with inherent heterogeneity and complex-
ity of ubiquitous environment. Hence, to compare to our
proposal (see Table I), they do not: i) provide dynamic adapt-
ability with ubiquitous environment (it can be adapted while
working with adaptation systems), ii) provide multi-types
model supporting, and iii) provide different domain specific
context models interpretation. In ubiquitous environment,
context consumers may have different emphases to select
their context models, and that will lead to interpret these con-
text models to use different interpretation algorithms. Our
approach deals with accessing different context models in a
transparent and uniform way, allowing context consumers to
best use context resources, and simplifying application code
and reusing interpretation algorithms.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a conceptual generic architecture
model for context-oriented middleware. It provides a context
communication service for dynamic and mobile distributed
environment. It allows context consumers to get/retrieve and
act on its high-level context information locally or remotely.
The high-level context information is provided by context
model building service. Context consumer can search con-
text resources by using context middleware management
service and subscribe as low-level context information con-
sumer to directly get low-level information by context col-
lection service. Context collectors are distributed and support
dynamic reconfiguration. It hides software and/or hardware
complexity and heterogeneity. We already implemented low-
level context manager, context collector and reconfiguration
manager on Kalimucho1 and we will continue to develop
the missing items.

As future work, we plan further context model history
service, which is called Context History Manager. Con-
text History Manager will persistence context models into
database (local/ remote/ cloud). It can restore any release
of context model, i.e. a complete history context model
restoration.

It provides a blackboard mechanism to store context
information, which will be used to context reasoning such

1Kalimucho OW2: http://www.ow2.org/view/ActivitiesDashboard/Kalimucho



as probabilistic reasoning or leaning based context reason-
ing. This kind of information directly comes from context
collection service. It provides a context history management
interface to high-level application to manage their context
model.
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